Greywinds –
As the seneschal of the Incipient Shire of Graywood, I would like to discuss the
point, “Why Graywood?” It is interesting and deeply important as to why we moved to
reinstate Graywood as an entity within the SCA, as opposed to coming up with a new
and catchy name for the group. It was something that was given much thought by Tina
Duncan and myself as we plodded along our merry way to get this area recognized again.
To be sure, several names and ideas came to mind; many people, perhaps without even
knowing, contributed mightily to the potential offerings in the adventure of renaming of
the shire. Certainly naiveté came into play as we searched for what was right. Despite the
various suggestions, we always ended up at the same place, enjoying the old names. When
decision time came, it was clear—Graywood would rise again. It was simple enough, but
we made it as complicated as we could, or so it seems.
In moving forward with the name Graywood, we were able to maintain an original name of the area that was most storied. There was also another concern that we felt
were part of it—a legacy that had been written and one that had yet to be. For all those
that came before us, we owed them something for the effort, the hard work, and the tears
that came with the rising of Graywood, and then watch it disappear through no fault of
their own. That is a heartache that is difficult to overcome, yet the survivors did. And
those that stayed here have all been part and parcel of the rebirth of Graywood. So, for
all the work that has been done by our predecessors, and for all those that are part of the
rebirth, or renaissance if you will permit me—all begins at the same place, in the heart of
Graywooders near and far, yonder and fro. It is a special thing, and we feel it everywhere
we all go. Happiness in voices that are fond of Graywood. So, to all of Graywood, both
past, present, and future, let’s rejoice and let the bells toll for all who have a special place
in your heart for the once and future Graywood.
Vivat, Graywood!
Sincerely,
Lord Walter Thomas Longstride
(Thomas Belmont)
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS


June 5th, 2016 Fighter Practice
in Livingston
(Pedigo Park)
at 2:00 p.m.



June 16th, 2016 Bardic Circle in
Huntington
6:30—musicians
7:00—singers



June 19th, 2016 Fighter Practice
in Huntington
at 2:00 p.m.



June 23rd, 2016 Do Anything
Night in
Huntington
at 6:00 p.m.



June 25th, 2016 Tyler Celtic Festival in Tyler, TX
at 10:00 a.m.

Have an article, a picture,
a story, or an idea you’d
like to see published?
Contact us at graywindnewsletter@gmail.com or
on facebook—The Shire of
Graywood.
Be sure to visit our website at:
www.graywoodshire.wix.c
om/graywood.

Welcome
By Iona Nic Oitir
Welcome to the wonderful
world of the Society for Creative Anachronism! Pull up
a seat, have a mead, and
prepare to be drawn into the
medieval era. You may be
asking, “What is the Society
for Creative Anachronism
about?” There’s no simple
way to answer that. Imagine
stepping back in the times of
King Arthur with his knights
of the round table, their
honorable ladies, and their
surroundings. We SCAdians
enjoy recreating that era as
much as possible—in costume, in action, in battle. In
essence, in every way possible. We have tournaments
for fighters, jousters, and
archers. We gather for dancing, learn unique arts such
as sewing or metal-work,
and enjoy period-correct
feasts over candlelight.
The society began
back in 1966 as a graduation
celebration. It grew from
there, encompassing the
globe in time. There are
lengthy events that allow
like-minded folks to gather,
even here in the Ansteorran
Kingdom. People plan with

to

the

excitement to gather with
their fellow SCAdians, gear
packed and supplies purchased, preparing for funpacked days and nights.
So, how do you get
started with the SCA? The
first step would be to visit
the website—www.sca.org—
and explore every nook and
cranny available. If you like
what you see, then search
for a group near you. Sometimes this means joining
said group on Facebook if
it’s too far of a distance, or
too sparse in your location.
If there are public meetings,
attend them so you can get a
feel of both the SCA and the
people within the group. Be
sure to speak to the seneschal and the hospitaller or
chatelaine of the group to
see if there are any requirements, or if there may be a
fee to join the group. Some
have potluck meals and only
require a gift of food. Others
may require a small monetary charge. If you’re still
interested in SCA, but find
the group isn’t to your liking, then you’re welcome to
contact other groups. The
key point is to get to know
both the society and the

sca!

group to see how they
might fit you.
Once you’ve found a
group and you’ve attended
some of their activities, you
can now decide if this is
something you want to be a
part of or not. If so, then you
take the next step of joining
the SCA by signing up on the
website and purchasing a
membership. The membership is worth it, because you
will be given discounts at
many events that more than
make up for the price.
If you don’t have a
persona name when you do
join, then worry not. Many a
SCAdian still don’t have personas and are known by
nicknames or their real
names. A persona is something that you step into, like
a second character that is
fully yours. Many people
start with a nationality, others with a name or idea of a
persona.
In the end, the SCA
is meant for enjoyment and
to allow you to express yourself in a way you’re not able
to in the mundane world.
Have fun and welcome to
the wonderful world of creative anachronism.
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choosing your design
By Iona Nic Oitir

ing a heraldry. In fact, it can be maddening
when you start to work through styles and
“I love your shield” is a common
phrase I’ve come to hear everywhere I have colors, trying to piece together how you
want them situated. I won’t lie and say it’s
gone with fellow SCAdians. It’s true that
easy, and it definitely won’t happen in a
these shields are awesome defenses in the
heat of battle, but the design is often what day. One of the first steps you’ll make will
be to decide the division of your field and
people are remarking on. A good heraldry
design is hard to come by, especially one that the colors, or tinctures, you prefer. The five
universally recognized colors are red (gules),
catches the eye and is still unique enough
black (sable), blue (azure), green (vert), and
that people won’t compare it to someone
purple (purpure). Gold (Or) and silver
else’s.
What is a heraldry and why is it (argent) were later added to the colors as the
important? Once upon a time, our ancestors only metals allowed.
Now comes the delightful rule of
had no way of knowing which army was
fighting for who, and there was far less of a tincture. Metals can’t be placed on metals,
and colors can’t be placed on colors. There
chance of recognizing who was who when
helmets were worn. The need for a device for are, of course, exceptions to these rules—
recognition was made to be used on shields, there always are, especially for those with
surcoats, horses, banners, ... the list goes on. titles—but you have to meticulously reOf course, the need to be unique made it so search those allowances to be sure your herknights would tweak their heraldry to give aldry will be approved.
After you’ve selected both your
it some differentiation from the other
division and colors, there is now the option
knights, and yet still be recognizable as
being part of their jurisdiction. In our time, of charges, which are objects you have chocities and towns still make use of heraldry. sen to place in armorial composition. This
In the SCA, it’s a discerning way to differ- can be as simple or expressive as you care to
have it, though remember not to go wild.
entiate individuals and still mark them as
You have to ask yourself how you care to
part of another group.
compose it. Animals? Objects? Trees? If you
There’s a lot of work into detaildo prefer an animal, then do you want fan-

tasy or real—in other words, do you want a
griffon or a lion? Do you want an apple or
an oak tree? The key to decision is to remember you’re making this a part of your persona, who is a great part of you as well.
Don’t choose a design you would personally
hate. Do you have a certain nickname that
you’d prefer to make use of? What of your
persona’s background? Would that persona
have runes on their devices? Maybe you
would prefer to have something more symbolic, like the moon and a star, because you
enjoy the night.
Play around with design, layout,
and colors as much as possible before putting it all together. If you’re not pleased
with your final design, you have the ability
to change as much or as little of it as you
like, but don’t settle. Never fix yourself to
one style, either, because you feel that’s
what you should want or because others like
it. Do as much research as you possibly can,
then discuss your choices with a research
herald. They will assist you in designing a
SCA approved device that you can wear
with pride. For more information, check out
www.internationalheraldry.com and try a
few of the online heraldry generators to get
a feeling of what you prefer.

D E L I C I O U S A N D D E L I G H T F U L
F R O M T H E R E N A I S S A N C E
EASY RECIPES

~Buttered Beer~
12 oz. beer
1 egg yolk
1/4 cup sugar
1/16 tsp. nutmeg
1/16 tsp. cloves
1/16 tsp. ginger
2 Tbsp. butter

Instructions:
Put the egg yolk into a
saucepan and slowly whisk
in beer. Add sugar & spices and heat over mediumhigh heat until mixture just
starts to come to a boil.
Remove from heat, add
butter, whisk until mixed.
Serve hot.

R E C I P E S
E R A

~Barley Water~
1/4 cup pearl barley
2 Tbsp. sugar
2 cups boiling water
Peel & juice from 1 lemon
Combine all ingredients,
cover, and let sit until cold.
Strain before serving.

Recipe from
http://medievalcookery.com

McMurphy’s Laws of Medieval Combat
By Kilian MacRaith

15. When you have secured an area,

1. You are not immortal.

don’t forget to tell the enemy.

2. If it’s stupid but it works, it isn’t

16. Incoming arrows have the right of

stupid.

way.

3. Don’t look conspicuous, it draws the 17. Friendly fire – isn’t.
enemy.

18. If the enemy’s in range, so are you.

4. When in doubt, ATTACK!

19. Ale Math: Two flagons times 15 men

5. Never share a shieldwall with some- = 42 kegs.
one braver than yourself.
6. If your attack is going really well,

20. Body Count Math: Two Trimarians

plus one ballista, plus two stray cats =

it’s an ambush.

37 enemy killed in action.

7. No plan survives first contact in-

21. Anything you do can get you

tact.

killed, including doing nothing.

8. You are NOT being overrun, you are 22.The only thing more accurate than
incoming enemy fire is incoming
in a “Target Rich Environment.”
9. Try to look unimportant because
the bad guys may be tired.
10. If you are forward of your position,
the archers will fall short.
11. The enemy diversion you are ignoring is the main attack.
12. The important things are always
simple.
13. The simple things are always hard.

friendly fire.

23. Make it tough for the enemy to get
in, and you can’t get out.
24.If you take more than your fair
share of objectives, you will have more
than your fair share of objectives to
take.
25. When both sides are convinced they
are about to lose, they are both right.
26. Professional warriors are predicta-

14. If you are short of everything except ble, but the world is full of amateurs
enemy, you are in combat.

Verbal prowess—the art of insults and taunts
By Iona Nic Oitir

a pock-faced bleating cheat,

you get a more floral pattern. “In

In a day of idiots and jerks, it’s

which is to say they have a whin- truth, thy pox-faced mother’s sour
ing liar who has a venereal dis-

soul does bring chills to a bed.”

tural streams of insults at a

ease. There’s also a bawdy fool, or

That simple sentence has slan-

we hardly need to think of them.

You could insult someone by call- that not only is she a prostitute,

from our mouths. If only it were

era. There’s also the use of ani-

far too easy for us to release gutwhim. They’re easy enough that

a lower class, loosely moral person. dered the person’s mother, stating

We merely let loose the curse can- ing them a trull, another word for but that she also carries a venerea prostitute in the renaissance
al disease.
non and see what comes pouring
If you prefer hand gestures,

that simple when attempting in- mals. A mucked swine can be the
sults from the Renaissance period. same as calling someone a dirty

there’s the Fig of Spain, which is a

Their stream of words were far

pig, or a vile serpent can call be

tween the first and middle finger.

they were, after reading and lis-

man or a liar.

more poetic - at least, we assume
tening to Shakespeare’s plays.
If you’re wanting to step

considered calling someone a conFor the milder, simpler

fist with the thumb inserted be-

This is considered an obscene, sometimes even sexual, depending on
where your persona hails from.

taunts, insults and curses, keep to There’s also the gesture of your

up your insult skills, a little re-

the basics of “Go to – “, replacing

thumb at another. This action is

speare alone, we can guess that

“A pox upon you/ your– ” or “A

flicking the thumb forward at an

plague upon thee/thy – “ if

individual. It’s the same as giving

insulting alone. But if you have

you’re feeling vengeful or wishing the middle finger. You can also

search and extra amounts of prac- hell with another colorful word, or made by catching the thumbnail
“fie upon thee.” You can also use behind the upper teeth, then
tice are necessary. From Shakepock-faced and jackanape are

no idea what it is you’re spouting, an odious death upon your foe.
then you can’t expect anyone else “Devil take thee” is a commonly
to when they demand you ex-

known curse. Anything that sug-

plain. Here are a few insults to

gests desired harm on the other per-

the battlefield.

of your persona’s god, such as

help you taunt your way across
If you find yourself using

the F-word all too often, it can be
changed out to fie. This is an

equivalent to our often-used
sounds of disgust. You can also use
basic insults and string them to-

gether to make interesting taunting calls. You could call someone

son works. You can also make use
“Odin’s fist” or “God’s teeth,” or

even “Zeus seize thee.” The point
of a taunt is to call them into
question, whether it be their

worth, their social standing, or
their abilities.
When you link the baser

say,“I bite my thumb at you” to
have the same effect.
In the end, having an arrangement of ready-made insults
can make any SCAdian’s inter-

actions fun. Make a point to look
up http://www.renfaire.com/

Language/insults.html for further insults, or to make use of
their random curse generator if
you’d like assistance stringing

some together. Soon, you’ll be toss-

ing around cat-calls like a profes-

insults with the taunts, however, sional tawdry tart.

P a g e

The Knight Whose Armor Didn’t Squeak by Alan Alexander Milne
Of all the Knights in Appledore
The wisest was Sir Thomas Tom.
He multiplied as far as four,
And knew what nine was taken from
To make eleven. He could write
A letter to another Knight.

Sir Thomas raised a cautious ear
And listened as Sir Hugh went by,
And suddenly he seemed to hear
(Or not to hear) the reason why
This stranger made a nicer sound
Than other Knights who lived around.

No other Knight in all the land
Could do the things which he could do.
Not only did he understand
The way to polish swords, but knew
What remedy a Knight should seek
Whose armour had begun to squeak.

Sir Thomas watched the way he went His rage was such he couldn't speak,
For years they'd called him down in Kent
The Knight Whose Armour Didn't Squeak!
Yet here and now he looked upon
Another Knight whose squeak had gone.

And, if he didn't fight too much,
It wasn't that he didn't care
For blips and buffetings and such,
But felt that it was hardly fair
To risk, by frequent injuries,
A brain as delicate as his.

He rushed to where his horse was tied;
He spurred it to a rapid trot.
The only fear he felt inside
About his enemy was not
'How sharp his sword?' 'How stout his heart?'
But 'Has he got too long a start?'

His castle (Castle Tom) was set
Conveniently on a hill;
And daily, when it wasn't wet,
He paced the battlements until
Some smaller Knight who couldn't swim
Should reach the moat and challenge him.

Sir Hugh was singing, hand on hip,
When something sudden came along,
And caught him a terrific blip
Right in the middle of his song.
'A thunderstorm!' he thought. 'Of course!'
And toppled gently off his horse.

Or sometimes, feeling full of fight,
He hurried out to scour the plain,
And, seeing some approaching Knight,
He either hurried home again,
Or hid; and, when the foe was past,
Blew a triumphant trumpet-blast.

Then said the good Sir Thomas Tom,
Dismounting with a friendly air,
'Allow me to extract you from
The heavy armour that you wear.
At times like these the bravest Knight
May find his armour much too tight.'

One day when good Sir Thomas Tom
Was resting in a handy ditch,
The noises he was hiding from,
Though very much the noises which
He'd always hidden from before,
Seemed somehow less....Or was it more?

A hundred yards or so beyond
The scene of brave Sir Hugh's defeat
Sir Thomas found a useful pond,
And, careful not to wet his feet,
He brought the armour to the brink,
And flung it in...and watched it sink.

The trotting horse, the trumpet's blast,
The whistling sword, the armour's squeak,
These, and especially the last,
Had clattered by him all the week.
Was this the same, or was it not?
Something was different. But what?

So ever after, more and more,
The men of Kent would proudly speak
Of Thomas Tom of Appledore,
'The Knight Whose Armour Didn't Squeak.'
Whilst Hugh, the Knight who gave him best,
Squeaks just as badly as the rest.
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What drew you to SCA?
Lisette Longstaff—
“We came to the barn for a homeschool field trip.
We've enjoyed going to TRF for years and we
love dressing in garb! The presentation at the
homeschool field trip was so great; we were
hooked!!”

Ronja MacRaith—
“I watched from afar for years (fighter practices
on my college campus) but what really grabbed
me was my first BAM/War of the Rams. Campfires and Kings, Chivalry and revelry - the SCA is
a blast on many fronts, but the camping events
sealed the deal. “
Lady Emma Longstride—
“My husband introduced me to it. The more we
talked about it, the more interested in it we became.”

Next month’s question— How did you come up with your SCA persona and name?

A peasant boy was pulling a heavy wagon
over a hill for a monastery’s use. As he came upon the
hill, however, the wagon lost its wheel and went tumbling backwards to break. “God be cursed,” the boy
cried. The father overheard the peasant’s complaint
and chastised him with, “No, my son, you shouldn’t
curse. You should always say ‘God be praised’ from
now on.”
The peasant boy merely muttered as he
went to work on the wagon, fixing the cracked side
and replacing the wheel. Once done, he began to pull it
back up the hill when another wheel came off and sent
the wagon careening back down to break yet again.
“God be cursed,” the boy screeched again, and again
the father overheard his yell. “You shouldn’t curse,” the
father chastised him a second time. “Instead, say ‘God

Tired of your armor
constantly squeaking???
Do you give your position away to thieves and bandits?
Can your Lord and Lady complain they can hear you
coming from a mile away?

be praised’ from now on.”
The peasant boy again fixed the wagon and
replaced the wheel, dragging it a third time up the hill
only for a third wheel to come off. Only this time, the
boy went sliding back down the hill with the wagon,

Have you become the laughing stock of the King’s court?

tumbling over some rocks as the wagon’s side broke.

Then Have no fear—
lady of the lake is here!!!

The boy almost screeched, but instead he took a deep

Lady of the lake fish oil

brilliant light from above and the wheel was placed

Made fresh daily upon the waters of Avonlea!
Sold exclusively in the court of Camelot!
“I’ve used Lady of the Lake Fish Oil for most of my
knighthood, and I’ve never had a problem with squeaky armor.
Only a horrible fishy smell.” - Sir Lancelot

breath, then yelled, “God be praised.” There was a

back on by invisible hands, the splintered wood healed
again.
The father, having rushed down the hill,
saw this miracle. In shock, he yelled “God be cursed!”
At once, the wood splintered and all four wheels fell
back off.

The fighTers of graywood: kilian’s and ean’s sTory
1.What led you to the SCA?

K: “Many years ago, my favorite author (Tom Deitz) wrote a book in
which the main characters went to a medieval reenactment. He and I had
become pen pals, so after reading the book, I remarked, "Wouldn't it be
great if something like that actually existed?" He said it did, and told me
about the SCA. I was 16 at the time, and as soon as I turned 18, I showed
up at Graywood's door.”
E: “My son did.”
2. What got you started as a fighter?

K: “As a kid, I slew every dragon, and defeated every evil knight with the
wooden swords my Da used to make me. When I grew up, the closest I
could get to that feeling were a few Asian martial arts, a little boxing, wrestling, etc. It was never quite the same. Then I discovered I could go back
to being an armored warrior with a wooden sword. I jumped at the
chance.”
E: “My son.”
3. When it comes to weaponry, which is your favorite to use?

K: “Sword and warboard, sword and shield, sword and dagger, single
sword, mace, spear. But my favorite above all is the bastard sword.”
E: “I prefer two swords.”
Does this weapon have a name? What’s the story behind it?

K: “Kindness. ...because I like to kill people with Kindness.”
E: “No name and no story behind it.”
4. How long have you been fighting?

least), but I'm more interested in functionality. I happy with giving the
IMPRESSION of a leather clad Celt.”
E: “Neither, they don’t match.”
7. What is your persona name? How did you arrive by it?

K: “Kilian MacRaith. I wanted something that incorporated Scottish &
Irish. So, Kilian is an Irish name, while MacRaith is an ancient spelling
for the MacRae clan. To be honest, at first, it was just because I liked the
sound of it.”
E: “Ean MacRaith from a Covington Cross TV show.”
8. Do you have a nickname you use on the field?

K: “That I use on the field? Not really. Everybody just calls me 'Turtle'.
Doesn't seem to matter if I'm on the field, off it, or walkin' down the
street.”
E: “I’m known as Da.”
8a. Do you have a battle call you use for the field?

K: “Historically, my ACTUAL family (Scott Clan) battle cry is "a Bellendaine", or "There'll be Moonlight Again!" ... On the SCA field, it would
either have to be "MacRaith" or "Kill 'em all!"“
E: “I don’t have one.”
9. What’s your favorite type of melee?

K: “I like Res battles. It’s kind of like your own mini-Valhalla. Fight, die,
fight again.”
E: “Ravine Battles.”
10. What’s your best memory of the melees?

K: “25 years in the SCA. Maybe a year in ISF (Irish stick Fighting) and
K: “Probably leading my contingent in the Gulf Wars ravine battle back
Cateran Society, 2 or 3 years in various Eastern martial arts, Maybe 2 or 3
in 2004, I think. It was like holding the leashes of 50 frenzied lions. I was
years boxing, and a bit of HEMA.”
quite literally drunk on power, having all those throats give an echoing
E: “25 years.”
roar to my shouted commands. The ground seemed to shake with every
stomping step we took. I still get chills just thinking about it.”
5. What armor do you use on the field?
E: “Single Sword Ravine Battle, circa 2002-2003.”
K: “Mostly hardened leather made by Torvaldr Torgarson.”
E: “Kydex.”
11. What advice would you give someone who is new to

6. Did your armor decide your persona or the other way

fighting or wants to get involved in it?

around?

K: “Don't get frustrated. Starting out there's so much to learn. Between
attack, defense, footwork, body mechanics, terrain, and armor constraints,
K: “It was sort of the other way around... a bit. This is actually my (I
it's a lot to deal with. I've seen a lot of folks give up because they thought it
think) 4th kit. Before, it was simply a matter of what I could make or
afford. Historically, for my persona, I'd be wearing chain and leather. The was just too much to deal with. It DOES get easier though.”
material is correct, but the style of armor I use is not (For my persona, at E: “Get quality armor that fits you well.”

Lord Walter Thomas Longstride—
“What drew me to SCA? Lady Emma and I had been, for numerous reasons, without any real activity for several years. Mostly my health and age didn’t allow me to compete in my chosen hobby,
radio control car racing, which I had done since 1984. After looking at several options, Single Action Shooting, WW2 reenactors and several other similar groups. We found the SCA. We were
deeply pleased with the historical connections of the SCA and the life and times it represented. It's
free-form nature allowed us to do something that we could physically do now but change should
our health change. That was the key. I didn't want to give up on something I love again. It was the
best decision I think we could have made and love what the SCA is and the friends we have made.”

NOTICE BOARD

Due to the rise of heat, we
are restricting fighter practice to once a month. July
10th will be the only fighter
practice this month, at Pecan Park in Nacogdoches,
starting at 2 p.m.
Further fighter practices
will be announced via social
media, or contact Gork.
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Web Master

(No Current Email)

wiwaz /Charles Miller

Deputy Exchequer

(graywoodwebadmin@gmail.com)

Lisette longstaff

Chronicler of graywood

(amminshew@yahoo.com)

Iona Nic Oitir / heather miller

Cry Herald
Aubrey Ericsdatter
(kingdom@chronicler.ansteorra.org )

(graywindnewsletter@gmail.com)
Deputy Chronicler
Kilian MacRaith / J.D. Scott
(highlandmotorworks@hotmail.com)

ATTENTION: I still require emails and addresses from officers at the next populace
meeting on July 7th, 2016. This populace meeting will be a dressed attendance—
meaning if you have garb, then please wear it, since Iona (Heather) and Wiwaz
(Charles) will be taking pictures. If you have no garb, we have loaner wear at the barn.
If you do not have an email set up for the Incipient Shire of Graywood, then one can
be set up for you. Thank you! — Iona Nic Oitir

Ansteorra Calendar of Events
JUNE 2016
10-12 King’s College
Namron (Norman, OK)

12-14 Out of Kingdom—Pennsic XLV
Kingdom of AEthelmearc
(C&W Pennsylvania, W NY, WV)

NOVEMBER 2016

JUNE 2016
17-19 and 24-26 (Out of Kingdom)
50th Year Celebration
Kingdom of the Middle US
(Michigan, OHIO, Indiana,
Illinois, Kentucky)
30—Summer Crown Tournament Due
30—Summer Round Table Bids Due
JULY 2016
1-3 Kingdom Fiber Arts College
Eldern Hills (Lawton, OK)
8-10 Crown Tournament
Bjornsborg (San Antonio, TX)
15-17 Roundtable
Kingdom of Ansteorra (TX and OK)
22-24 Ansteorran Heraldic and
Scribal Symposium
Raven’s Fort (Huntsville ,TX)
29-31 Out of Kingdom – Pennsic XLV
Kingdom of AEthelmearc
(C&W Pennsylvania, W NY, WV)
31 Fall Coronation/King’s Champion and
Queen’s Champion Bids Due
AUGUST 2016
5-7 Out of Kingdom—Pennsic XLV
Kingdom of AEthelmearc
(C&W Pennsylvania, W NY, WV)
5-7 A Big Giant Problem
Chemin Noir (Bartlesville, OK)

Seawinds (Corpus Christi, TX)

SEPTEMBER 2016
2-4 Champions of Bonwicke and
Academy of the Rapier
Bonwicke (Lubbock, TX)
9-11 Laurel’s Prize Tourney
Kynges Creke (Terrell, TX)
16-18 Defender of the Fort
Raven’s Fort (Huntsville, TX)
16-18 Triumphe of the Eclipse
Mooneschadowe (Stillwater, OK)
23-25 Loch Fall Event
Loch Soilleir (Clear Lake, TX)

OCTOBER 2016
Sept 30-Oct 2 Bryn Gwlad Fall Baronial
Bryn Gwlad (Austin, TX)
7-9 Gates Edge Fall Event
Gate’s Edge (Houston, TX)
7-9 Namron Protectorate
Namron (Norman, OK)
7-9 War of Ages
Fynnon Gath (San Marcos, TX)
14-16 Coronation—TBD
21-23 Fall Event
Bjornsborg (San Antonio, TX)
28-30 Samhain Celebration
Eldern Hills (Lawton, OK)
28-30 Seawinds Defender

4-6 Three Tales …
A Canturbury Pilgramage
Rosenfeld (Tyler, TX)
11-13 Queen’s Champion
Kingdom of Ansteorra (Texas and
Oklahoma)
11-13 Known World Fiber
Arts Symposium
Kingdom of Calontir
(Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,
North Arkansas)
18-20 War of the Rams
Bordermarch (Beaumont, TX)
(11/17—11/20)

DECEMBER 2016
2-4 Yule
Dragonsfire Tor (Stephenville, TX)
2-4 Stargate Yule
Stargate (Houston, TX)
9-11 Tournament of Champions
and Stargate Yule
Stargate (Houston, TX)
16-18 TBA
23-25 TBA
24-25 CHRISTMAS EVE
& CHRISTMAS
Dec 30-Jan 1 TBA

